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Abstract
One of the fundamental problems still to be solved in database management systems (DBMS) is
the management and self-tuning of data statistics which are used by the query optimizer as well
as by the execution engines for runtime optimizations. After decades of research, there is universal agreement that the absence of data statistics results in poor performance of a DBMS. This talk
will give an overview the research problems related to data statistics management and usage, and
present a novel architecture for the data statistics management in highly distributed systems.
Next, going back to theory, we will introduce a new concept of leveraging traditional data statistics as dynamic data integrity constraints which are transient database constraints valid as long
as it can be determined that they are consistent with the current data. As valid integrity constraints, such data statistics are powerful query optimization tools employed in semantic query
transformation (aka query reformulation), partition pruning, and runtime optimizations. We will
cover practical aspects of how to add support for this type of integrity constraints in a DBMS.
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